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- Full Circle Weekly News #237 [3]

AlmaLinux 8.5 is available:
https://almalinux.org/blog/almalinux-os-85-stable-now-available/

Release of Lakka 3.6:
https://www.lakka.tv/articles/2021/11/14/lakka-3.6/

LF Decentralized Storage Migrated to Open License:
https://github.com/zerotier/lf/releases/tag/1.1.0.0

SeaMonkey 2.53.10 Released:
https://www.seamonkey-project.org/news#2021-11-16

Fedora Linux 37 intends to end support for 32-bit ARM architecture:
https://www.mail-archive.com/devel-announce@lists.fedoraproject.org/msg02684.html

Release of Proxmox VE 7.1:
https://forum.proxmox.com/threads/proxmox-ve-7-1-released.99846/

Oracle Linux 8.5 Released:

Cinnamon 5.2 desktop environment released:
https://github.com/linuxmint/Cinnamon/releases/tag/5.2.0
Ubuntu Touch 20th Firmware Update:

- The Planck EZ Keyboard. 47 Keys Are All You Need! - Invidious [4] [Ed: Possibly paid-for spam, but it's hard to be entirely sure]

  I love the two previous keyboards that purchased from ZSA, which were the ErgoDox EZ and the Moonlander. But I noticed that ZSA has another keyboard called the Planck EZ, which a tiny keyboard with just 47 keys. Is such a keyboard even usable? YES!


  What never stops and what's barely started are the topics debated by our panel of co-hosts: Doc Searls, Katherine Druckman, Aaron Newcomb and Simon Phipps. We start with the SCO vs. IBM (and before that, many others) lawsuit, which was reportedly settled. What really happened with the GoDaddy and WordPress breach? It's been 25 years of PHP and then look forward to the time when we're all in Web 4.0 talking about what failed in Web 3.0.
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